Roberttown C.E. (C) J & I School David Hockney Class Summer 1 2019

Sparky Sounds
Things to Remember: Homework Monday to be handed in on the following Monday
PE Kit Monday, Wednesday, Thursday
Spellings tested on Friday

Language & Literacy:
We will be writing our own narratives and examining
how to build tension and create suspense for the
reader.
SPaG- we will be learning how to use dashes within our
writing and revising our understanding of the
terminology used to describe grammar.

Numeracy:

Science:

Solve problems involving number up to
three decimal places.
Multiply and divide whole numbers and
those involving decimals by 10, 100 and
1000.
Use all four operations to solve problems
involving measure (for example, length,
mass, volume, money) using decimal
notation, including scaling.

This half term we will be learning about:

Class Novel:
Boy in the Tower by Polly Ho-Yen.

Computing:
We will be continuing to develop our knowledge of
Coding and looking at creating presentations.

ERIC book Every day

ElectricityAssociate the brightness of a lamp or the
volume of a buzzer with the number and
voltage of cells used in the circuit.
Compare and give reasons for variations in
how components function, including the
brightness of bulbs, the loudness of buzzers
and the on/off position of switches.
Use recognised symbols when representing a
simple circuit in a diagram.

Foundation Subjects:
History Significant monarchs including Queen Victoria.
S.A.M. Relationships and friendships.
RE Gospel- stories from Christianity.
PE Athletics (badges).
DT A nightlight for a toddler.
Music Music Express.

How can I help?
Help me learn my multiplication and division tables. Read with me regularly, filling in my reading record at least 3 times a week. Help me learn spellings
ready for my weekly test every Friday - speed of recall and application to work. Expect me to remember my homework every week and help me
manage my time appropriately.

My personal target is:
Our Class Maths target is: to be able to apply our learning to reasoning problems.

To be tested 10.05.19

To be tested 17.05.19

To be tested 24.05.19

still
stopped
such
suddenly
sure
secretary
shoulder
signature
sincerely
soldier
vehicle

swimming
think
those
thought
through
stomach
sufficient
suggest
symbol
system
yacht

today
together
told
tries
turn
turned
temperature
thorough
twelfth
variety
vegetable

